Rb25det neo wiring diagram

Welcome to SAU Community, like most online communities you must register to view or post in
our community, but don't worry this is a simple free process that requires minimal information
for you to signup. Be apart of SAU Community by signing in or creating an account. Consider
joining our newsletter for the latest content updates. Click here to register. Second this info is
to be used at your own use and i take no responsibility for any of this info being incorrect. First
off my example is i was given a car with a Rb25det Neo engine with its original engine wiring
loom and ecu. No R34 dash loom or other wiring was supplied. The engine was never checked
on a dyno to make sure everything was sweet but its pretty easy to tell. I am also not sure if you
plugged into this newly modified loom if a plug and play ecu would work. What you need to start
with is the ECU pin out and the basic engine management wiring diagram found in the R34 GTT
work shop manual that is floating around the web. If i get a chance i will update this thread with
the 3 pages i had to work with whist doing this. Dark Green Un known colour By this stage if
you mark the supply types onto the ECU pin out diagram you should end up with Batter on pins
80 and Ignition on pins 4, 24, 31, 64 and And Earths on 25, 32, and Pin 5 is Tacho out put. Be
carfull with this. Unsure of wave form but once again they should work on an Apexi RSM. Ok so
i hope that has helped in some way. Now i'm trying to put a neo motor into an s14 here and
followed your guide word for word. So what you need to do to find this wire colour is. Hey mate,
got stuck into it again and Brown is the common wire your talking about, I found it in the SMJ
F3 plug on the neo loom and cut it out and gave it 12V ign on. I have 3 relays near the ecu, each
with a diff colour plug, one is a brown plug requiring a unique 6 Pin relay and the other two are
blue and black which use the two common blue nissan relays or same as a common 12V 20amp
4 pin relay. I did spot that the blue relay one not getting power has a power supply going in on
one side but on the other side of the relay nothing triggering it, this is also a green wire. Ok i
thought you may have found this free to down load diagram. I simply added in the wire colours
and worked out what was needed for a basic install. Ok so that may help but what i can tell you
is that you need the 6 pin relay to be powered up. And have you tried bridging out the S14 fuel
pump relay so it will pump then seeing if the engine will start and run? Also is this a known
engine and ecu? Basic diagnostics: If if the wiring is correct and still no fuel pump out put. Try
bridging out fuel pump so you have fuel pressure ect. If the engine does not run and wiring is
correct than check the feeds to the crank angle sensor. To add to this we currently have an r34
in at work so i can check some things out on it if need be but i have been out on field work most
of this week and cant get near it. Cant run motor yet, no turbo manifold and lines hooked up.
The other two, are doing not much, i dont even know what they are for. On the diagram the fuel
pump relay pin 1 see's the fuel pump control wire from pin 13 on the ECU. Ok Fuel pump. Most
if not all nissans switch power to the fuel pumps not earth through the relay. Ok, ive got power
at all those pins, except number 4 has power when the ign is off and then when ign is turned on,
the main 6 pin relay clicks and this pin has no power, when you turn the car off the main 6 pin
relay switches off after 2 sec's and pin 4 has 12V again. Im unsure if this is normal operation or
not, The ECU pin out says that pin 4 is the Control wire for the main relay and looking at the
circuit diagram it make sense as its on the coil side of the relay. Still no fuel pump prime tho! At
this stage im thinking the ecu may be stuffed? Though i would take the CAS off and with the
ignition ON i turned the cas by hand and all the injectors and clicking as they should So there
we have it, everything suggests that the car should run, but theres no fuel pump running to
allow the motor to run. Motor is currently turbo-less so unable to test starting it. But im a fan of
doing things properly and i figure if it isnt working i need to find out why, and fix it. As far as the
crank angle sensor goes. By spinning that it may switch the injectors but not necessarily the
fuel pump output. To add to a question you added earlier im not sure if being an auto makes any
difference but i would assume not as the latter model skylines 33 34 have separate transmission
ECU's. Hey, I have done this conversion and followed your wiring. This might be caused by not
having the traction control computer or something. Any help would be great,. Has anyone
actually wired one of these up before with a standard computer without and fault codes? I
ended up getting a stagea ecu as they don't have traction control and now I have no fault codes:
I'm surprised your not in limp mode with the faults codes. Is the engine check light on? What's a
nistune board? It's just a standard board. Man limp mode is so bad, thick black rich smoke and
won rev up. Once I put the other computer in it ran mint.. You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an
account? Sign in here. By zJoshys Started 6 hours ago. By Millerman Started 8 hours ago. By
johny Started 10 hours ago. By Sheldon Samuel Started 14 hours ago. By Doduo Started 15
hours ago. By Pr0x1mity Started 19 hours ago. Welcome to SAU Community Welcome to SAU
Community, like most online communities you must register to view or post in our community,
but don't worry this is a simple free process that requires minimal information for you to
signup. See fewer ads! Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates Click here

to register Guest Message by DevFuse. Followers 6. Recommended Posts. Posted August 19,
Ok so firstly i hope this section will be sutable. Basic wiring Wires that need Batter positive.
Wires that need Ignition key on supply Dark Green ECU pins 25, 32, and all need a direct body
earth. And Earths on 25, 32, and that will get the engine running provided all things like crank
angle sensor map sensor ect are plugged in and working fine. Other handy to know pin outs
and wire colours. Pin 13 Most important. Pin 20 Start feed from Key. Gear box wiring. Link to
post Share on other sites. Simon-S14 58 Posted September 28, Posted September 28, Hi Simon.
Simon-S14 58 Posted September 30, Posted September 30, I have 3 relays near the ecu, each
with a diff colour plug, one is a brown plug requiring a unique 6 Pin relay and the other two are
blue and black which use the two common blue nissan relays or same as a common 12V 20amp
4 pin relay now only one is powering up. Simon-S14 58 Posted October 1, Posted October 1,
edited. Ok after going over the circuit diagram i'm slightly even more lost. Edited October 1, by
Simon-R Posted October 1, Simon-S14 58 Posted October 3, Posted October 3, Posted October
22, As a further test you should also be able to test for spark when turning the CAS by hand.
Simon-S14 58 Posted October 22, Posted February 1, So any news? Simon-S14 58 Posted
February 1, Posted April 7, Any help would be great, Thanks heaps.. Posted April 10, Simon-S14
58 Posted April 10, Posted April 14, Simon-S14 58 Posted April 14, Posted April 15, Prev 1 2
Next Page 1 of 2. Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a
new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Go to topic listing. New To The
Forum? Latest Topics. Rb25det neo TPC wire to rb25de S2 loom. Gender reveal burnout. Engine
like comes on. R33 GTR Fujitsubo twin pipe exhaust. R34 Gtt Misfire when warm, coils?
Breaking engine mounts at rwhp. Canada gtr ready for action. Their parts search is becoming
more unreliable by the day. I find myself having to contact them directly instead. Stuck in 1st
gear when parked on hill? I don't see that as a reasonable excuse for not engaging the
handbrake, at all. I hope you're at least turning your wheels in the right direction for your
vehicle to veer into the kerb so that it doesn't roll off and damage someone else's vehicle or kill
someone. Pardon my judgmental attitude but part of motoring is thinking responsibly about
everyone around you and your heavy steel weapon. We have parking brakes for a reason. They
are the primary safety device, not your gearbox. He's probably lining up a B58 equipped car.
HY51 Fuga Hybrid. There's a guy still selling his M35h in N. I wanted to get a Q50 V37 hybrid
assume hybrid bits are the same but was just out of my price range. Should've taken the
plunge, oh well. Would be interesting to see how well it does fuel usage wise around town. Sign
In Sign Up. With the help of TMS Motorsport we are pleased to provide an all you need to know
guide to tuning the popular RB25 engine. This has to rate as one of best engines to base a
tuning project on, with massive tolerance of power gains, and many tuning part options. Please
note that cars fitted with the Tiptronic require a totally different approach to tuning, as the
gearbox can't handle major power gains. Triptronic are R34 only. R33 are Normal 4 speed
Autobox with snow, power and economy mode. The NEO head fitted from helped with
emissions, it also had solid lifters and used a different cam profile. Before you start, please
have a goal in mind for your RB25 engine. TorqueCars hate to see the pick and mix approach to
tuning, where various parts are just added to see what the power gains are then they are
swapped out or other parts added. We would suggest that the following bhp targets of , and are
good goals, as they have fairly clear upgrade paths. Anything over requires quite extensive
work and a totally different range of parts so if this is your ultimate goal bear this in mind when
fitting and sourcing parts. Fast road camshafts usually bump the power through the rpm band,
you could sacrifice a little low end torque but your top end will be higher. Race camshafts,
bump the top end band but as a result the car will not idle smoothly and low end power nearly
always suffers. On a car used daily, it should ideally be matched your engines power to your
typical driving style. There are tuning limits for every engine, with some being over specified
and some only able to handle stock power, thankfully the RB25 block is build to handle lots of
power. However there are still power limits for stock internals, and as a few different versions of
the RB25 were made it is possible to swap out parts to get the best of all worlds for your
project. We recommend you find these restrictions and upgrade to forged components to cope
with the power. Standard Boost is 2 stage. This helps maintain fuel economy and keeps it
drivable in slow traffic, the stage 2 boost option is usually the first thing an RB25 tuner will do
and makes an easy power gain. The mod involved quite simply cutting the black wire on the
solenoid and connecting this to ground on the car body, forcing the car to stay in stage 2 boost
all the time. There are plenty of detailed step by step instructions around in our forum, and
many popular skyline forums out there. Another way to achieve higher boost at low rpm is by
fitting a boost controller. You can usually set this to 0. The heads were pretty much the same on
the R The NASP naturally aspirated, non turbo engines don't have water and oil lines to the

turbo obviously. In some cases, as the factory ECU is locked flashing is not an option, so an
aftermarket ECU is the route to take, and many of these will outperform factory ECU's but make
sure it has knock protection and that you get it setup properly. Intake headers take the air from
the air filter and allow it to be fed into the engine and mixed with fuel. Design and flow
characteristics of the Intake headers can make a big effect on to fuel engine efficiency on the
RB Oil cooling is required and highly recommended on spirited use, as these run quite hot so
keep an eye on the oil temps. The R33 GTR Fuel pump is a straight drop in and good for odd
BHP so becomes and obvious choice for the tuner, with the added benefit that these are quite
easy to source in the used markets. The standard fuel injectors usually hit the maximum at
around BHP. We've seen tuners spending a lot of money on turbocharger upgrades on the RB25
only to see the engine throw a rod on it's first outing after it's been enthusiastically driven.
Bigger turbochargers commonly suffer no power at low rpm, and small turbochargers spool up
more quickly but won't have the peak end engines power gains. We are pleased that the choice
of turbo chargers is always evolving and we now see variable vane turbo chargers, allowing the
vane profile is altered according to speed to lower lag and increase top end torque. Twin scroll
turbo chargers divert the exhaust flow into 2 channels and feed these at differently designed
vanes in the turbo. They also improve the scavenging effect of the engine. You'll see that 4 bar
air sensors coping with quite large power gains, whereas the OEM air sensor sapped bhp and
torque at a much lower level. What are the best turbo upgrades and what power figures do these
support, mention a bolt on swap and also list the more complex turbo upgrades and hybrid
options. R34 GTT turbo is a little bit bigger. My preference would be garret or HS for around ish
bhp, more than that get a bit pointless on the road! You may need to improve your exhaust if the
current exhaust is actually creating a restriction in flow. On most factory exhausts you'll see
your flow rate is ok even on modest power gains, but when you start pushing up the power
levels you will need to get a better flowing exhaust. Sports exhausts generally help improve air
flow out of the engine but avoid an exhaust that is too large or you could very well end up with a
reduced flow rate. So generally speaking, keep to 1. We note that performance cats perform
similarly to decats and have the added benefit of keeping your car street legal, as decats or
catalyst removal is illegal in most territories for road going cars. Looking over the exhaust you
could fit a 75mm downpipe which improves Torque and BHP by up to 35lbft and 25bhp in some
cases. Then taking off the catalyst an off road mod in most countries will give another 10 bhp.
Please share this page with your friends on :. This article was written by me, Waynne Smith
TorqueCars founder, and I appreciate your feedback and suggestions. This entry was filed
under Nissan. You can leave a response below or join our forum to discuss this article and car
modification in detail with our members. If you liked this page please share it with your friends,
drop a link to it in your favourite forum or use the bookmarking options to save it to your social
media profile. Feedback Please use our forums if you wish to ask a tuning question , and please
note we do not sell parts or services, we are just an online magazine. Name required. Mail not
published required. Your Constructive comments on this article. Hi im doing a RB25DET build
looking to make hp, ive made my minde on cc injectors and making it a topfeed to 11mm fuel
rail, but i dont know what the bottom size of the injectors should be and WHAT injectors to
order? Please help me with this tune,. A modified air intake, cat back exhaust and some efforts
in weight reduction have been done. ECU upgrade soon. Join our forum today and benefit from
over , posts on tuning styling and friendly car banter. You will also have full access to the
modifed car gallery, project car updates and exclusive member only areas. All car owners of all
ages and from all countries are welcome. Sign up now!!! Automotive Engines Automotive
engines Read more Cool car photographs Read more Dashboard Dashboard styling, guages
and digital dashboards Read more Forza Horizon tuning Read more This site uses cookies:
Your use of this site implies acceptance of these,you can disable cookies read more. Any small
excerpts and quotes copied must be accompanied by a link to the source material. We detect all
unauthorised copyright material taken from our site the moment it is picked up by the search
engines using pattern matching tools. Use of this site: Please treat the information on this site
as purely speculative. Our content is protected by CopyScape. We accept no responsibility for
damage caused due to following a recommendation made on this site or in the forum. It is your
responsibility to check and verify any car tuning tip, car styling tip or other articles content with
a qualified mechanic before undertaking work or following instructions. Something suitable for
one model of car may be completely unsuitable for another - so we can only give generic theory.
Please drive sensibly we do not endorse speeding or racing on the public highway or driving
recklessly or in a manner than could endanger life or property. Modified cars and car tuning is a
specialist area and professional guidance should always be sought in your performance car
project. Save racing for the track and keep the roads safe. Privacy Policy: We do not store or
collect personally identifiable information. Cookies are used to track visitor behaviour enabling

us to monitor and optimise the effectiveness of our content, and to remember your preferences
and settings on this site. Our advertising partners may also use cookies in accordance with
their respective privacy policies to provide adverts of most interest to you based on sites you
visit and search terms and collate interest based statistics to do so. To read more on this and
how to opt out click here All information held by us is kept secure and confidential and will not
be divulged to others. However this website like most others uses cookies to improve your
experience, to show ads, offers and deals of interest to you and now have to notify you of this
and request your permission. The cookies we need to use, for example we need to see which
pages people find useful in our analytics cookies, we also need to remember your choices
preferences and settings and make sure we don't show too many of the same adverts. We won't
know who you are personally or be able to track you after your visit to our site. See adverts
offers and special deals of interest to you by allowing our trusted Google advertisers to use
targeted interest based advertising cookies. R33 are Normal 4 speed Autobox with snow, power
and economy mode 6 Cylinder 2,cc 24v valve turbo engine. The S1 also had an aluminum
compressor wheel, later editions were ceramic. From late onwards. So set a power goal and
then look at the components you'll need to achieve this. Engine tuning Fast road camshafts
usually bump the power through the rpm band, you could sacrifice a little low end torque but
your top end will be higher. Help us improve, leave a suggestion or tip Click here to cancel
reply. Ivan says:. August 11, at pm. JTR Tame says:. November 1, at am. Member Benefits Join
our forum today and benefit from over , posts on tuning styling and friendly car banter. Cookie
Privacy Notice: Don't Worry! That's Ok Privacy policy : Choose which cookies to accept here
Settings. Close We are very selective over cookie usage and have restricted permissions, you
may choose to see personalised adverts, offers and deals by giving permission to set non
essential cookies below. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The RB
engine is an oversquare 2. All RB engines have belt driven cams and a cast iron block. All
Nissan engines follow a naming convention, identifying the engine family in this case, RB ,
displacement, features presentâ€”see the list of Nissan engines for details. Later versions
which used ECCS engine management, discarded the twelve tiny runners for six much larger
ones though they retained twelve ports on the head, so there was a splitter plate. This had an
improved head design, and used the ECCS injection system. These later motors are known as
"Silver Top" engines. This is a comparatively rare engine, as it was not produced for the
Japanese domestic market. These were fitted to some left hand drive Nissan Cefiros exported
from Japan new. A common modification is to fit a twin cam head from other RB series motors
while retaining the carburetor set-up. This gave the new RB25DE more power and torque at
lower rpm than the previous model. The most obvious change to the system was the
introduction of ignition coils with built in ignitors, therefore the coil ignitor that was on previous
models was not used. Other changes were, different air flow meter, engine ECU , cam angle
sensor and throttle position sensor. Mechanically Series 1 and Series 2 are very similar, the
only mechanical difference would be the camshafts as the Series 2 Cam Angle Sensor's shaft
that goes into the exhaust cam is slightly different. In May a NEO head was fitted, which enabled
the engine to be classified as a low emission vehicle LEV engine due to their lower fuel
consumption and emission output. The combustion chamber of the head is smaller so GT-R
spec connecting rods are used to compensate as well as model-specific pistons. The turbo
received the larger OP6 turbine which some came with steel compressor and turbine wheels,
where others had the nylon plastic compressor wheel and ceramic turbine wheel. Some also
used an N1 type oil pump and had the oil pump drive collar on the crank revised to help cope
with the breakage problems associated with fast, high revs. All in all they are quite a different
engine in their own right - a culmination of 20 years of Nissan RB engine building rolled into
one. The intake of the RB26DETT varies from other RB-series motors in that it has six individual
3 sets of 2 throttle assemblies that are siamesed together instead of a single throttle body. The
first 2. There is a common oiling problem with the pre R32 RB26 motors, as the surface where
the crankshaft meets the oil pump was machined too small, eventually leading to oil pump
failure at high rpm. This issue was resolved in later versions of the RB26 with a wider oil pump
drive. Aftermarket performance parts makers also make oil pump extension drive collars to
rectify this problem. This kit is available for most uprated RB26 oil pumps including Nissans
own OEM, N1 and Nismo although most high hp RB engines all over the world have been
proven to be reliable without spline driven oil pumps when built and tuned correctly. Besides
minor cosmetic updates and ECU fine tunings, changes were made in the R34 generation to ball
bearing T28 turbochargers as opposed to journal bearing turbos. The R34 GT-R turbos retained
the ceramic exhaust turbine wheel. Originally the R32 GT-R was planned to have a 2. But when
the engineers added the AWD system, they found it made the car heavier than expected and as
a result, much less competitive. Nismo made the decision to make the engine a 2. This was first

used in Bathurst Australia. The engine also received improved water and oil channels within the
engine block. The pistons and top piston rings were also upgraded to 1. The N1 engine also has
upgraded camshafts and upgraded turbochargers. The biggest difference between the
turbochargers used in the N1 engine, and the standard RB26DETT engine, is that the turbine
wheels in the turbocharger are made from steel, rather than the ceramic used for the standard
RB26DETT turbochargers. The ceramic turbine wheels are found to be very unreliable when
used at high rotational speeds inducing higher centrifugal forces such as when the
turbochargers are used at a higher boost pressure than stock. With the advances in
manufacturing technology such as sealing and material processes. This motor was produced
for use in the Skylines , Patrols and rights bought by Holden because the Holden 3. Nissan
Motor Co. Because the radiator is fitted lower in relation to the engine in the VL, there is an
increased likelihood of air locks forming in the alloy cylinder head if the correct bleeding
procedure isn't followed, causing this to overheat and warp. This was less likely in the R31
Skyline as the radiator is mounted higher. The motor itself is still popular today in Australian
and New Zealand motorsport and drag racing in VL Commodores, R31 Skylines and swaps in
other vehicles. These contained slightly more powerful RB30E engines, containing longer
opening duration cams and better flowing exhausts. For the R32 M30, the bore was enlarged to
87 mm and increased the displacement to cc. The head was also replaced with RB26DE head.
Nissan did not produce this engine. It refers to a turbocharged engine using an RB30E short
block with the twin-cam head installed from another RB series engine. The variable cam timing
may be disconnected altogether. It may be necessary to reduce the size of the oil restrictors in
the block and machine a full face oil pump drive collar onto the crank, to prevent it shattering at
high RPM , with the use of a twin cam oil pump. The fitment of a twin cam head from any of
these engines onto a standard compression RB30E bottom end gives a forced induction
friendly compression ratio around 8. This engine was manufactured with a reinforced cylinder
block and cylinder head, metal head gasket, pistons with cooling channels, forged crank shaft,
forged connecting rods, N1 turbine with reinforced actuator, high flow intake, stainless down
pipe, and low exhaust resistant sport cats, most of which were not offered for the RB26DETT.
There are many stroker kits available for RB Engines some only available as proper kits while
others being achievable by using cranks from other engines, for example a GT-R crank, pistons
and rods in an RB25DET will make its displacement 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle engine. Motor Authority. Archived from the original on April 21, Retrieved April 16, Auto
Blog. Archived from the original on Yahoo News. Retrieved Southern Skylines. Archived from
the original on 25 July Retrieved 24 July Archived from the original on 14 December July
October Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Categories : Nissan
engines Inline-six engines Gasoline engines by model. Hidden categories: CS1 errors: URL CS1
Japanese-language sources ja All articles lacking reliable references Articles lacking reliable
references from October CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles needing additional
references from November All articles needing additional references Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Nissan Nissan Machinery. SOHC 2 valves x cyl.
DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Carburetor , Electronic FI. Gasoline , autogas LPG. Straight-3 HR UD.
Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Login or Sign Up Search. Dealer List Dealer Application. You
will need to manually connect a handful of wires for speedo, tach, coolant temp, oil pressure
warning light, alternator warning light etc. This option provides the best results in ensuring the
more modern EFI system is not negatively affected by the existing chassis wiring in the E A
Factory Service Manual or other wiring diagrams will be required. Factory Tachometer remains
functional unless number of cylinders changes. Use Dakota Digital SGi-5 if the number of
cylinders has changed from factory. The LSU 4. For ECUs that do not process a raw wideband
signal, a controller must be used. Flex Fuel support is available if desired. ECU Patch Harness This optional item eliminates the need to cut into your engine harness for accessories.
Grounding Kit - Our Kit ties a number if engine components to the body of the car and ensures
that you will not have issues resulting from poor grounds. The Grounding Kit utilizes Ultra High
temp fiberglass sleeving to allow installation under or around exhaust components. Very
flexible mounting options allow you to connect the block, head, battery tray, alternator case and
chassis to completely eliminate all grounding issues. Most Nissan to Nissan swaps can simply
adjust the tachometer to compensate. Plug-n-Play vs Universal - Plug-n-Play harnesses connect
to your car's underhood fuse box for power and to connectors under the dash for gauges etc.
Universal harnesses do not need an underhood fusebox to connect to and the wiring for gauges

and warning lights is provided as a 'flying lead' which are bare wires labeled with their function.
If you used a combination of LHD and RHD chassis connectors, please contact us as our
harnesses will need modification. Don't See It? Chances are we can do it! Please make sure you
have prepared for this as each install is different. The kits include brackets, mounting hardware,
rubber boots and contact springs and can be added to your order by selecting them from the
Options list to the right. Install on other engines will require a custom mounting solution and
extra parts - please contact us for details. EV1 Injectors. Injector Dynamics ID Aftermarket
Front-Facing Intake Manifold. Q45 TB Gen 1. Q45 TB Gen 2. Buy 4. My Wideband O2 Setup is not
listed - please call. RB20 Manual Transmission. Do Not Add. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease
Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Recommended Quick view. Add to Cart. Quick
view. Choose Options. Looking for the best in aesthetics, weight savings and reliability out of
your harness? Our Pro Series harness completely replaces your old OEM harness so you can
forget about those electrical gremlins. With our optimized and 'tucked' approach the end result
will be a clean and worry free installation with a guaranteed start up. Wiring Specialties offers a
number of options for common performance upgrades for this product. Build your perfect
harness by selecting from the available options to the right, and as always - if you have any
questions, please reach out to us. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Login or Sign Up Search.
Dealer List Dealer Application. The LSU 4. For ECUs that do not process a raw wideband signal,
a controller must be used. Flex Fuel support is available if desired. ECU Patch Harness - This
optional item eliminates the need to cut into your engine harness for accessories. Grounding
Kit - Our Kit ties a number if engine components to the body of the car and ensures that you will
not have issues resulting from poor grounds. The Grounding Kit utilizes Ultra High temp
fiberglass sleeving to allow installation under or around exhaust components. Very flexible
mounting options allow you to connect the block, head, battery tray, alternator case and
chassis to completely eliminate all grounding issues. Most Nissan to Nissan swaps can simply
adjust the tachometer to compensate. Plug-n-Play vs Universal - Plug-n-Play harnesses connect
to your car's underhood fuse box for power and to connectors under the dash for gauges etc.
Universal harnesses do not need an underhood fusebox to connect to and the wiring for gauges
and warning lights is provided as a 'flying lead' which are bare wires labeled with their function.
If you used a combination of LHD and RHD chassis connectors, please contact us as our
harnesses will need modification. Don't See It? Chances are we can do it! Please make sure you
have prepared for this as each install is different. The kits include brackets, mounting hardware,
rubber boots and contact springs and can be added to your order by selecting them from the
Options list to the right. Install on other engines will require a custom mounting solution and
extra parts - please contact us for details. EV1 Injectors. Injector Dynamics ID Aftermarket
Front-Facing Intake Manifold. Q45 TB Gen 1. Q45 TB Gen 2. Buy 4. My Wideband O2 Setup is not
listed - please call. RB20 Manual Transmission. No ABS. Do Not Add. Current Stock:. Quantity:
Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Product Description Looking for the
best in aesthetics, weight savings and reliability out of your harness? Recommended Quick
view. Add to Cart. Quick view. Choose Options. Welcome to SAU Community, like most online
communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry this is a
simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. Be apart of SAU
Community by signing in or creating an account. Consider joining our newsletter for the latest
content updates. Click here to register. By jbonez , April 19, in Forced Induction Performance.
When I hook it up as it is the electrical system seems overloaded making me think its wired
wrong. Can someone shed some light as ive pulled the loom back out start fresh on it make
sure its done correctly. Thats a series 1 diagram, not a series 2 like your coil packs are. You
have the power and ground reversed. Try this diagram instead. Also, if using an after market
ecu use max 1. Thanks for the info I actually was wondering why it would be any different then
any other wiring setup I couldnt understand this other diagram I was looking at but that one is a
bit more straight forward. The ecu im using is the ems , Funny you should mention the basemap
they have for rb25 has 3. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a
new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. By zJoshys
Started 6 hours ago. By Millerman Started 8 hours ago. By johny Started 10 hours ago. By
Sheldon Samuel Started 14 hours ago. By Doduo Started 15 hours ago. By Pr0x1mity Started 19
hours ago. Welcome to SAU Community Welcome to SAU Community, like most online
communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry this is a
simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. See fewer ads!
Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates Click here to register Guest
Message by DevFuse. Followers 1. Recommended Posts. Posted April 19, Heres is an rb25
wiring diagram. Link to post Share on other sites. Posted April 19, edited. These markings are
on the coil pack under the plug remove the plug to see them. Thanks for the quick reply I should

have it firing after cleaning up the loom. Edited April 19, by jbonez. Create an account or sign in
to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up
for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account?
Sign In Now. Go to topic listing. New To The Forum? Latest Topics. Rb25det neo TPC wire to
rb25de S2 loom. Gender reveal burnout. Engine like comes on. R33 GTR Fujitsubo twin pipe
exhaust. R34 Gtt Misfire when warm, coils? Breaking engine mounts at rwhp. Canada gtr ready
for action. Their parts search is becoming more unreliable by the day. I find myself having to
contact them directly instead. Stuck in 1st gear when parked on hill? I don't see that as a
reasonable excuse for not engaging the handbrake, at all. I hope you're at least turning your
wheels in the right direction for your vehicle to veer into the kerb so that it doesn't roll off and
damage someone else's vehicle or kill someone. Pardon my judgmental attitude but part of
motoring is thinking responsibly about everyone around you and your heavy steel weapon. We
have parking brakes for a reason. They are the primary safety device, not your gearbox. He's
probably lining up a B58 equipped car. HY51 Fuga Hybrid. There's a guy still selling his M35h in
N. I wanted to get a Q50 V37 hybrid assume hybrid bits are the same but was just out of my
price range. Should've taken the plunge, oh well. Would be interesting to see how well it does
fuel usage wise around town. Sign In Sign Up. Welcome to SAU Community, like most online
communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry this is a
simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. Be apart of SAU
Community by signing in or creating an account. Consider joining our newsletter for the latest
content updates. Click here to register. By works , December 8, in Four Door Family. It's
suspiciously similar to the pinout for an S13 only with some extra pins for the additional
cylinders and so on. Wish someone would post a complete wiring diagram. Also cheers for the
offers on the change over rb25 into ceff looms, but Id rather have a go myself. If you've got your
original loom, trace the wires that go to the body loom connecter back to the ecu, check the pin
number against the RB20 pinout and label it accordingly. Then locate the same item on the
RB25 pinout, find the corresponding wire on the RB25 loom and connect that wire the body
loom connector in place of the original RB20 wire. As far as I can remember there aren't that
many wires on the body loom, just enough to run the instrument cluster and things like ignition
on. Care to share that wiring diagram at all? I've not been able to find a Ceffy wiring diagram
anywhere on the internet and it's getting annoying. I can probably find an R32 diagram, those
things are hardly rare in the UK though I might take you up on that offer if I can't. My engine
swap is a few years down the line when my insurance history is a little less horrid, I'm mainly
after the ceffy wiring diagram for other smaller projects in the meantime. I'm in the valleys near
Caerphilly and Merthyr Tydfil, and yes Ceffys are rare over here, a few people on Driftworks
have imported them for drifting, obviously I've never seen a single one on the road and I do a lot
of miles all over the UK. There's a good chance I'll have the only 4WD Ceffy when it finally
arrives. Fortunately I live just down the road from a local garage that specialise in SX's and
Skylines and have done a few RB26 engined S13s and the like, so it just depends on how
different the wiring is. And yes I know that roundabout, though there is a worse version of it in
Hemel Hempstead that has 6 mini roundabouts instead of 5. They work quite well because if you
go around it backwards you get right of way over all the people going around it in the normal
direction thus giving you an advantage over tourists who don't know it. The RB20 loom is very
similar to that found in the R32 skyline so you can at least use the pinout for same. If you would
like someone to wire the loom to suit don't hesitate to contact me. Hey guys i know this is an
old topic but seems to be the most useful i am doing a rb25de neo swap into my brother inlaws
cefiro he is only on his p's we have the motor box exhaust everything done except the wiring i
jave the rb25det neo ecu pinouts but i am a little confused on where the other wires come from
takushi mentioned the bcm? Does anyone have a wiring diagram or can point me in the right
direction of to locate the wires? Hi Ben, What our local Nissan expert Joe Nissan West Auckland
did with my Cefiro to Neo conversion was He got the 2 engine looms and merged the 2 looms to
make 1, You would think my loom was done at the factory, So really you do need the cefiro loom
to as the engine wiring under the dash is totally different and wiring in the engine bay is needed
out of the cefiro loom for the battery fuse box ect and there is a lot needed out of the neo loom
ecu, engine knock sensors , other sensor ect, So the best advice i can give you is take both the
looms to an expert and get them to make one out of 2, mine cost me nz fitted , that was 4 years
ago, hope this helps you, Jamind. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign
up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. By
zJoshys Started 6 hours ago. By Millerman Started 8 hours ago. By johny Started 10 hours ago.
By Sheldon Samuel Started 14 hours ago. By Doduo Started 15 hours ago. By Pr0x1mity Started
19 hours ago. Welcome to SAU Community Welcome to SAU Community, like most online
communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry this is a

simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. See fewer ads!
Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates Click here to register Guest
Message by DevFuse. Followers 1. Rb25 Into Ceffy Wiring? Recommended Posts. Posted
December 8, Guys, Finally after a shitload of mucking around. Now the wiring, yay! Anything
else that could be of any use? Any helpful tips anyone wanna share? Cheers, Dan. Link to post
Share on other sites. Posted December 14, Lum 0 Posted December 15, Posted December 15,
Dunno if this helps at all. Posted December 16, Cheers for the help so far fella's I havent been
able to access the car yet so I havent started. Pretty much what bradA31 said. Except maybe
things like powersteering reservoir connection, windscreen wipers.. Lum 0 Posted December
16, Posted December 16, edited. Edited December 16, by brada31ke Posted January 4, Feel the
boost 0 Posted September 20, Posted September 20, Posted November 4, Create an account or
sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account
Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an
account? Sign In Now. Go to topic listing. New To The Forum? Latest Topics. Rb25det neo TPC
wire to rb25de S2 loom. Gender reveal burnout. Engine like comes on. R33 GTR Fujitsubo twin
pipe exhaust. R34 Gtt Misfire when warm, coils? Breaking engine mounts at rwhp.
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Canada gtr ready for action. Their parts search is becoming more unreliable by the day. I find
myself having to contact them directly instead. Stuck in 1st gear when parked on hill? I don't
see that as a reasonable excuse for not engaging the handbrake, at all. I hope you're at least
turning your wheels in the right direction for your vehicle to veer into the kerb so that it doesn't
roll off and damage someone else's vehicle or kill someone. Pardon my judgmental attitude but
part of motoring is thinking responsibly about everyone around you and your heavy steel
weapon. We have parking brakes for a reason. They are the primary safety device, not your
gearbox. He's probably lining up a B58 equipped car. HY51 Fuga Hybrid. There's a guy still
selling his M35h in N. I wanted to get a Q50 V37 hybrid assume hybrid bits are the same but was
just out of my price range. Should've taken the plunge, oh well. Would be interesting to see how
well it does fuel usage wise around town. Sign In Sign Up.

